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I Suspected gang activity on campus
By Dan Crowe
News Editor
A University-owned residence at 3317
N. 10th was the Site of suspected gang
related activity this weekend. The
Tacoma Police Department identified
several people at a party hosted by the
house as members of the Hilltop Crips.
Residents, however, deny that gang
members were present.
A neighboring residence called security
to break up a fight between a male and a
female in front of the house. According
to Security Services, the first two of
their staff to respond arrived in their
patrol car.
"The first things they heard were two
gunshots," said Dave Harlan, the
Assistant Director of Security. Security
immediately radioed TPD, but, according
to Harlan, by the time the police
responded, the suspects had fled.
"The Tacoma Police officer looked in
[to the party], and later told some of our
people that he believed there were Hilltop
Crips in the house," said Harlan. "It was
not clear when the gun was drawn, or
where it was fired."
Nobody was injured, and no bullet
holes have been found.
"Obviously security thinks any black
person is a gang member; so does TPD,"
said a resident of the house. "The whole
situation is based on stereotypes and
racism."
The residents were upset, as well,
about false rumors implicating the Black
Student Union in the incident, and the
widespread posting of Security's

Information release.
"Across the street they have parties.
They have keggers. They get in trouble.
But when a few black folks get together
it's broadcast. I'm surprised that it wasn't
in the Tacoma News Tribune or on the
TV," said the resident.
Apparently most of the guests at the
party were uninvited, though one house
resident is being held responsible for the
alledged presence of gang members.
According to Dean of Students, David
Dodson, the student has left University
housing for "safety reasons." The student
is, however, still enrolled and attending
classes.
"He [the student] went to a High
School in town where there were Crips,"
said Dodson. "He said he didn't know any
Crips, but that he knew other people
who did know Crips. His connection was
second hand."
The student denied inviting gang
members to the party, and according to
house residents, most of the people there
found out about the party by word of
mouth.
The University has not taken any
action against the house residents,
according to Dodson
"The gunman has been ID'ed," Dodson
said. "We have his description and he
will be arrested if he returns to campus."
Saturday night, 35 to 40 carloads of
people showed up for another party at the
same house, according to the Security
Information Release. Campus Security
immediately intervened.
"One of our people saw a large number

cars park, and people start to go to
that house," said Harlan. "We called them
up and told them that that probably
wasn't such a good idea."
According to Harlan, Security called
TPD to, help disperse the crowd.
"There was no party, but it seemed that
that was what was going to happen," he
said. "Some people yelled and there were
01

signs that indicated that they were
affiliated with the gang."
Dodson said that he plans to meet with
student groups like the student Senate,
the Interfratemity Council, PanHellenic,
and the RA/CC staff to discuss this
affair, and come up with a plan to keep
anything similar from happcing in the
future.

Communism collapses on campus
By Jennifer Shepard
Staff Writer
A political and economic round table
held on Tuesday, October 9 addressed the
issue of the collapse of Communism.
Frank Cousens, Arpad Kadarkay and Ted
Taranovski each presented their views of
the crisis in the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe, and then the audience and
the speakers were allowed replied.
Cousens was the first speaker to
address the issue. He argued that the
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe would
not become a Capitalist Society but
instead return to the socialism of the
early stages of the Bolshevik Revolution,
a sort of ideal socialism.
Cousens also spoke at some length
about the leaders and voices in the Soviet
Union, naming Gorbachev as a leader
who is working for the future.
"Gorbachev has steadily moved in a
progressive direction" said Cousens. "He
is ushering in a free market economy. He
has permitted national demonstration. He
has started diplomatic relations with

South Korea. He has upgraded relations
forty-five or seventy years comes an
with Israel. He has opened the debate on
atmosphere of morality." Addressing the
land ownerhip" said Cousens.
failure of communism itself, Kadarkay
Cousens also addressed the issue of the
said, "The Soviet Union nationalized
Russian right wing, saying they "are
poverty and called it Communism."
rooted in nationalism and romantize the
The third speaker was Ted Taranovski,
Orthodox church, the peasant, and the
who had the most pessimistic view of
land." He went on to explain that the
the crisis and its aftermath. Taranovski
right wing is anti-intellectual, literally or
also separated the Soviet Union and
figuratively tends to neo-Stalanism, and
Eastern Europe, predicting different
is Anti-Semetic. These nationalists, or
outcomes for each.
Slavophiles, led by Solzhenitsen are not
For Eastern Europe, he argued, the
in favor of the progressivism Gorbachev
greatest danger is the revival of the old
is encouraging.
central and Eastern European cultures.
"Gorbachev opposes Solzhenitsen's
"Eastern Europe is descending to a new
dream for Russia with his own dream for
tribalism," said Taranovski, "There is a
Russia, a Russia tolerant of racial
reemergence of national and ethnic
diversity," finished Cousens.
conflict. Conflict is emerging between
The next speaker was Arpad Kadarkay.
the urban elite and the working class.
In contrast to Cousens, Kadarkay felt that
The elitist, racist attitudes are rising."
Eastern Europe is developing an ethicsIn matters of economics Taranovski
based economy.
said "Eastern Europe will be sold,
"In Eastern Europe there is a
probabl ' to West Germany, not Japan,
convergence of contemporary economics and the 1 Jnited States can't afford it."
and moral philosophy," stated Kadarkay, Addr sing the issue of the Soviet
"Out of the suffering and pain of the last
.seeFORUMpage2 ......
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Union, Taranovski said, "You cannot sell
the Soviet Union; it's too big. No one
knows what to do with it. There is no
economic theory of how to create
capitalism out of a socialist state."
Taranovski also pointed out that the
Soviet Union has had seventy years of
Communism, as opposed to Eastern
Europe's forty-five, making a change
more difficult. Another major difference
according to Taranovski, is that "The
Soviet Union still has not come to terms
with the past as Eastern Europe
apparently has. Germany had its trials
and denazification. In the Soviet Union
nobody's paid for the crimes of Stalin."
After Cousens, Kadarkay and
Taranovski spoke, they and the audience
began a rebutal. A question about the
death of socialism prompted Cousens to
say, 'The Socialist tradition is not
totally extinct." Taranovski replied
"Socialism is as dead as a doornail."
Cousens related the death of Socialist
experiments of the 1920's and early 30's
to the hostility of the superpowers and
the 45-year Cold War. Michael Curley, a
member of the audience, asked if some
form of powerful central control
necessary to control ethnic rivalry? "I
don't have an answer for this. I feel there
is going to be trouble," Taranovski
replied. "Gorbachev is trying to rise
above ethnic and racial diversity,"
Cousens stated.
THe forum discussed the benefits of
the socialist state. The consensus was
that there weren't really any, although
Kadarkay stated "Socialism accomplished
certain things such as free medical
services, free public transportation, free
universities and higher education."
"Socialism has died because it took
wealth, redistributed it to the hands of the
state which has botched it up." said
Taranovski.

University's purpose discussed
By Dan Crowe

ad

News Editor
The University trustees returned from
their retreat this week, having made very
few concrete decisions.
"The purpose of the meeting was to
get a sense of what the trustees felt about
the purpose of the University," said
ASUPS president Bill Potter, who
attended the retreat.
"There's still a lot of business to be
finished because the trustees haven't put
their feelings into specific words yet,
especially for the short term," Potter

He indicated that more specific
decisions will be made at another retreat
in February.
The discussion covered all aspects of
the university, including growth and
finances.
Potter must now meet with University
President Phil Phibbs and Faculty Senate
Chair David Droge to discuss the retreat.
"For the sake of being as accurate as
possible about the short-term
implications of the trustee's discussion,
Phil and David and I will put our heads

Corrections
It is The Trail's intention that its
stories be fair and accurate. If an error
occurs we want to correct it as soon
as possible. If you have a question or
comment about a story, please feel
free to call us at 756-3278.
In last week's page 2 story entitled
"Budget Preparation Begins" we
incorrectly reported that Bill Potter is a
student representative to the Budget
Task Force. The student representatives
are, in fact, Scott Higashi and Maria
Kolby. Also, the long range financial
planning goals were set in 1986, not
1982.
In our page 7 story, "Singing For
the Future," The Outhaus should have
been included with Activists for a
Better Environment as a sponsor of the
Dana Lyons concert.
Staff writter Mark Dilwig is really
Mark Dimling. Our apologies

Students prepare for GRE
By Sharel Lund
Staff Writer
Students at Puget Sound are preparing
to take the Graduate Record Exam (GRE)
this Saturday. The test, which was
designed by the Educational Testing
Service is considered similar in format to
the SAT.
The GRE, given four times a year, is
used in admissions decisions and covers
verbal, mathematical, and analytical
ability. This year's test will have seven
sections: two verbal, two math, two
analytical, and one section from either
the math or analytical categories,
according to Sharon Bennett of the Puget
Sound Writing and Learning Center.
Bennett has been leading mathematics
review sessions on Wednesday and
Thursday for students preparing to take
the test." Many students of the liberal
arts are ver up on their verbal skills but
have been out of math for so long," said
Bennet. The math section of the test
covers only high school algebra and
geometry, she explained.
"They [ETS] will address real
understanding of the material, not just
the basic knowledge."
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Because of its importance for entrance
into graduate school, many students
prepare for the GRE by taking
preparation courses such as those offered
through Stanley Kaplan education Center
or Pacific Lutheran University.
Kelley Dock, a Puget Sound senior, is
enrolled in Kaplan's preparation class. "I
don't think the GRE measures your
ability. I think it measures your ability
to take tests. I'm taking the course to
practice, so there won't be any surprises,"
Dock said. She and other students
enrolled in Kaplan's courses must travel
to Seattle each week and pay over $500
for the course.
"Of course the [ETS] wouldn't admit
that there are ways to study, that would
nullify the results of the test. The fact is
that they [graduate schools] need
something to descriminate with, and it's
the GRE," said Gayle Robbins, who
instructs a preparation course at PLU.
"Obviously, there are some general tes
taking strategies that, once learned, will
help you out," said Robbins. Thes
strategies include:
* learning standardized instructions

Part Time Positions

Alfie's Teriyaki Special
• Boneless Chicken Teriyaki

together," said Potter.
To keep both senates and the
University on the same track, Potter,
Droge and Phibbs must agree in their
interpretations of the trustee's
discussions. Also they wish to avoid
presenting conflicting suggestions to the
various committees, including the Budget
Task Force.
Potter also announced his intention to
hold another open forum after the
meeting in order to keep the student body
informed.

$9.75 to start
No experience required, we'll train.
College internships and
scholarships available.
Call for an appointment MondayFriday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 472-5330
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October 6

12:09 am

A Security staff member observed a nonstudent suspect break out the rear window
of a vehicle near. The suspect was
apprehended and arrested by the Tacoma
Police Department.

October 6

10:3 5 pm

Security dispersed a large crowd of nonstudents attempting to attend a party at a
University Residence.

October 6

12:05 pm

A student reported the theft of his stereo
speakers from his locked car.

October 7

1:11am

A student reported the theft of his car
stereo from his locked car in the
Fieldhouse lot.

October 7

10:10 am

A student reported the theft of his car
stereo from his locked car on Union
Avenue.

AM

PU
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October 3

9:20 am

Security recovered a piece of University
furniture from the back of a student's
truck. The truck was parked outside a
residence hail.

October 4

9:50 am

Plant Department reported the theft of a
chainsaw from a storage shed.

October 5

10:56 pm

Security and Tacoma Police responded to
a university residence after a report of a
domestic dispute between two nonstudents. See story, page 1.

I.

I,

Clarification of Emergency Call Procedures

I,

All emergencies in University academic and residence buildings are to be reported to
Security at x3311.
Similar to other large entities with on site telephone systems, calls to the city 911
number would delay emergency response by city police, fire, or medical staff. 911 calls
over an on site phone system do not display accurate emergency location information,
an important criteria for 911 calls.
City emergency services representatives have recommended that the University
establish the following procedures. When calls are placed to 3311, the precise location
(building, room, and phone number) of the call can be determined by a display unit on

a special security office phone. This allows security to coordinate response to the
exact emergency location even if the caller is unable to report the location. If police,
fire, or medical assistance is required, Security staff immediately contact city
dispatching staff (ie. 911) by radio or a special emergency telephone line. Security
staff meet and assist city staff when they arrive on campus.

us Notes

I.

Proposed Amendments to the ASUPS By-Laws
I.

I

Be it resolved that Senate, in accordance with the ASUPS Constitution, Article X,
amend the ASUPS By-Laws by adding to Article lithe following Sections:
Section 7. Orientation Period
All newly elected Senators shall be required to go through a 2 (two)
week orientation period prior to inauguration during which the outgoing Senator
shall introduce the newly elected Senator to the duties of a senator. This will include,
but will not be limited to Senate meetings, liason duties and committee meetings.

I

Section 8. Senate Inauguration
Inauguration for all newly elected senators shall take place no less than
2 (two) weeks following election to office.

I

I,

NOW TO IMPROVE
YOUR SCORES ON
SPORTS INJURY EXAMS.

I.

I'

a

Thursday, October 11

If you ever run into a sports injury,
come to Pacific Sports Medicine for
your exam.
We're the largest, most comprehensive sports medicine facility in the
South Sound area, and our doctors and
staff of professionals all specialize in sports—from diagnosis
to surgery to rehabilitation therapy.
In fact, our docs are jocks themselves.
Call us at 572-TEAM and we'll schedule your exam
around your class schedule. No Blue Book required.

Sunday, October 14

11:00-1:00
& 4:30-6:30

ASUPS senatorial candidate speeches
in the Great Hall

6:00

Candidate open forum in Great Hall
Free Ice Cream!

8:00

Greek Open House in the Rotunda
Crop walk - help still needed

Monday, October 15

11:00-1:00
& 4:30-6:30

Tuesday, October 16

All Day

ASUPS elections - VOTE!

Monday, October22

5:00

"The Original Vision," A lecture on
the Bill of Rights will be given by
William Barclay Allen at the School
of Law in room 501.
Fun Run. 2.2 miles - starts at UPS
Track. $3.00 entry fee goes toward
Fieldhouse equipment.

5:00

ASUPS senatorial candidate speeches
in the Great Hall

THE
PIZZA ANSWER
A LARGE 1 ITEM PIZZA
$5.55 PLUS POP
A SMALL 1 ITEM PIZZA

$4e99
627-8844

4

PACIFIC SPORTS M

.3.315 South l3rdSirecj. bt*ui& WA 98405 Call 572.TE4M

a

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
OPEN UNTIL 1:00 A. M.
NOT GOOD WTH OTHER OFFERS
PLUS SALES TAX

GOOD AT PAR11UPATING LOCATIONS
EXES 10/31190
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writing and r Pture
A review of
Henry and June
By Andy James
A & E Editor
I need to make a confession: I review
movies as I watch them. I try not to; it's
unfair. But, by the time I'm halfway
through a movie, I have phrases set in
my mind and I know pretty much how
I'll use them.
It's a poor method, but I don't blame
myself entirely. With 98% of the movies
released in this country, you have a
pretty good idea of the sort of thing that
will happen next; you have the characters
generally figured out. Long before I've
pigeonholed the characters, the director
generally has; they're already fixed before
the movie even begins.
About a quarter of the way through
Henry and June, Philip Kaufman's
magnificent new movie, I gave up
writing. It's an exciting, alien feeling:
you know the characters, almost
intimately, but you can't predict what
will happen to them; you can't see to the
end of the road.
Kaufman—whose Unbearable
Lightness of Being was one of the best
movies of the Eighties—has become as
Maria de Medeiros, Fred Ward, and Uma Thur,nan (from left): a passionate, inscrutable triangle
fluid and lyrical a director as any alive; he
cuts and moves scenes with an
characters were part of; sex and politics
Raphael and a Botticelli, respectively),
The film abandons, however, Nm's
encompassing intelligence that
became intertwined. Henry and June is
and
their
relationship
is
tantalizingly
diagrammatic analysis of the events of
approaches rapture. He creates a texture
less outward—sex and passion and
complex;
one
becomes
the
teacher,
then
her own life; the film stands back where
unlike that of any other director; it's
thought become intertwined—but its
the other. In truth, there is no easy
Nin was all theory.
lyrical yet direct, arty yet subtle.
insularity is not limiting. Instead, the
summary of the way these three
His characters seem to move in this
Nin is portrayed as a cautious libertine
film becomes more attuned to the
We tru-i r1 for that
created space, archetypal yet fully human.
married to a well-meaning clod who ends
murmurings under the surfaces; the
Henry and June is the first movie to
The contrast is ideal for this material.
up introducing her to the American
exquisite listening going on is hypnotic.
receive the NC-17 rating, used for
The screenplay is adapted from the
Henry Miller (the film is set in 1930's
It's barely the last part of 1990; there
movies meriting an X but too artistic to
journals of Anaïs Nm's posthumously
France). Nin is drawn to Miller's
are nine more years to go to make a
merit the stigma an X brings. It's the
published journal entries concerning her
directness—bordering on vulgarity—but
decade. But if there is a better movie than
perfect rating. Henry and June is
romance with Henry (Tropic of Cancer)
she also finds the same in Miller's wife
Henry and June released in that time, I'll
extremely explicit, but it's never dirty;
Miller and his wife June. The entries,
June, who has come to innocence
be very surprised.
the sex scenes are not used for arousal
which Nin considered too explicit and
through untrammeled experience.
but to express the way the characters feel
revealing for publication in her lifetime,
Fred Ward plays Miller with an excess
in a surprisingly articulate fashion.
Henry and June plays at the Metro and
tell the same story the movie does: of
of hard-boiled Brooklyn caricature, but
The Unbearable Lightness of Being
the
Broadway Market in Seattle.
two writers caught in a balance between
it's perfect; he's gloriously
self-aware.
..i_.. L...A
.
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inventing themselves as artists and Maria de Medeiros and Uma Thurman
somehow interrelated with the events the
following their instincts,
play, respectively, Nm and June (a
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Pense and others
A concert guide
' Lydia Pense brings her distinctive
mix of blues and r&b to the Great Hall
on October 12. A premiere club
attraction in the bay area she calls home,
she is generally regarded as the prime
inheritor of Janis Joplin's tradition of
raspy, modulated shouting.
The performance is at 8:30 p.m.
Tickets are $6 general and $3 for
students; they are available at the
Information Center and at the door.
' Slightly farther from home is
Michael Hedges' concert at the Moore
Theater in Seattle on the 13th. Hedges,
known simultaneously for reflective
instrumentals and dramatic guitar

often—and
is
pyrotechnics,
inappropriately—referred to as "New
Age," a label which disregards his
stunning eclecticism and dynamics.
Tickets are $16, reserved seating. Call
443-1744 for information.
' The Indigo Girls are famous enough
now for the Paramount in Seattle, which
is where they will play on the 25th on
Saturday.
They're two women who both sing
like REM's Michael Stipe, only in high
harmonies. They also sing unashamedly
poetic lyrics which may overreach but at
least reach at all. They are also at their
best in concert, where their directness is
best appreciated.
Tickets are $18.50; the concert is at
8:00 p.m. Call 623-6000 for
information.
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Oct. 15-Monday
Lecture by Murry Morgan, historian:
"John Henry Cox and the Maritime Fur
Trade." Washington State Historical
Society, Tacoma. Free. 593-2830

KI
Oct. 11-Thursday
Comedian Denny Johnston at the Cellar.
9:00 p.m. 2:00 at the door.

An Evening of Edward Grieg. Piano and
vocal works with Harald Bjørkøy and
Audun Kayser. Pacific Lutheran
University; 8:00 p.m. 535-7621

Oct. 12-Friday
"Night of a Thousand Laughs-the Fall
Classic in Comedy." Pantages Theater.
8:00 p.m. $16/$12. 591-5894

I.

The XXII International Tournee of
Animation opens at Neptune Cinema,
Seattle. 633-5545
Lydia Pense and Cold Blood at Great
Hall. Seepage4.
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Across

Down

1. "My _______ on my back"
4. a common girl's name
6. to pass away swiftly
8. any generally voracious elongate
teleost fish
country inhabited by blondes, clogs,
tulips, and windmills
a close bosom friend
a debacle or disastrous defeat
to castrate or spay
15. home-run
a university in Washington's rustic
Palouse country
Good God! Ow! What is it good for?
Absolutely nothing.
20. to flush a wounded body part with a
stream of cleansing liquid
to come into sight in an enlarged,
distorted, or indistinct manner often
as a result of atmospheric conditions
an inhumane entred
an elevator cage
to glance at provacatively and with
amorous invitation
Irish Republican army
32. a common pachyderm

a grassy antidine of low elevation
of a greyish greenish yellow hue
from the Black Lagoon
headless
over the river Kwai and over troubled
water
tea
two
tending to evade pursuit or capture
9. the fruiting spike of certain cereals
which includes both the seeds and
protective structures
what a valley girl might do with a
spoon
a brand of laundry detergent
16. your place of residence
a tree or shrub of the family
Salicaceae with apetalous flowers
to scatter seed for planting
not the employee of residental life
who lives on your floor, but instead,
the Egyptian sun god
a large handbag
any predacious North American
freshwater ganoid fish with rank
tough flesh
a lattice of crossed bars
31. constrictor

Campus Film: Alien. 8:00 p.m. and
9:30 p.m. $1 w/ASB, $2 w/o ASB.
Oct. 13-Saturday
"

t

Michael Hedges at the Moore Theater in
Seattle; 8:00 p.m. 443-1744

"Little Shop of Horrors." See Oct. 14

The Rise at Jules Maes Icehouse, Seattle.
8:00 p.m.

Oct. 16-Tuesday

Oct. 14-Sunday

Final performance of "Little Shop of
Horrors;" Tacoma Actors Guild. 2722145

The Royal New Zealand Ballet presents
"Coppelia." Pantages Theater, 8:00 p.m.
591-5894
Oct. 17-Wednesday

fickets go on sale for Pacific Northwest Fall Choral Festival; Paul Schultz,
gallet's production of "Nutcracker," to be conductor. Kilworth Chapel, 4:00 p.m.
)erformed December 7-30. 628-0888 Free.
San José band The Rise; see Oct. 13
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A humble remembrance
While in high school I came to know
one such detainee. She was just a child in
the camp, but she vividly remembers the
events that took place.
She talked of the religious perseverance
that seemed to permeate throughout the
camp. They saw themselves as a
community and tried to recapture the
normalities of living in one. The family
social structure was kept in tact, and
traditional values were still a high
priority. One area where discipline was
lacking was at the dinner table because
everyone ate together and it was hard to

By Chris Perkins
Features Editor

In a symbolic gesture to rectify the
inadequacies of the past, the Bush
administration began dispersing $20,000
checks to the remaining survivors of the
Japanese internment camps that operated
from 1942-1945.
This gesture, however well-intended,
can never replace the anguish and torment
that the Japanese suffered at the hands of
the U.S. government. The systematic,
deliberate removal of the Japanese from
the west coast is an albatross that will
remain forever around the neck of the
United States. No reparations can ever
justify the Gestapoesque actions of th
Roosevelt government.
The thought of concentration camps in
the United States brings to mind the
horrifying photos of Dachau and
Treblinka. Even though such actions that
occurred in Germany didn't happen in the
U.S., the fact remains that they were
concentration camps.
While living in California I visited one
such camp. It was located on a dry,
barren, yet hauntingly beautiful stretch of
desert called Manzinar. The camp was
shoved up against the abrupt escarpement
of the Sierra Nevada. On the other side
was the hot, desolate wasteland that leads
into the bowels of Death Valley. Hardly
a place for a large contingent of humans.
Yet this is where the government sent
the Japanese to wait in idle desperation
hoping to return to the normality of
everyday life.

maintain order with a multitude of
families eating around you.
The men of the community tried to
We have last come to the place where we must part.
build furniture and such that would
provide them with the most minimun of
At this time, we wish to thank you for your friendship. It has been wonderful luxuries. Farming was a group endeavor,
knowing all of you personally. We cannot express in words what your friendship has my friend said. She remembers going Out
meant to us. It has meant more to us than you can ever realize.
into the fields to play and frolic while her
Let us assure you that we will miss you students, and you too, professors. We will
mother worked diligently on the crop.
miss all the swell times we've had together. We will miss the familiar halls and the
Yet even with these distractions from
buildings of the College of Puget Sound. Most of all, we will miss the many happy thr monotony of confinement, they grew
associates.
more and more restless with the
We hope that each spring you will watch the cherry trees bloom and grow. It is our realization that freedom was a long way
hope that those cherry trees will remind you of us. It has been our only tangible off.
contribution to the college, and we leave it behind as a token of our appreciation and
The concentration camps were a
thanks for all that you have done for us. It is our earnest prayer that our friendship will tragedy for not only the Japanese, but
comtinue to grow.
also for all Americans. It is hard for our
So at this time, we say, not good-bye, but until we meet again. We hope to be bacl generation to get a realistic grasp on the
soon. So, until we meet again, God bless you and keep you all.
magnitude and power of the internment.
That is why we at the trail have
Presented May 15, 1942, by Shigeo Wakamatsu on behalf of
endeavored to give you a little insight
fourteen Japanese students in the student body.
into the thoughts of those interned.
Maybe now you can get a picture of how
a Japanese person was treated and how
he/she treated others.

Recollect'ions: 1941 -1 942
Japanese intern remembers horrifying experience
It was early Sunday afternoon of
December 7, 1941. I was working our
family store all by myself. My mother
and step-father and my two brothers had
gone out for the day. I had the radio on.
Then I heard the news; Japan had bombed
Pearl Harbor. I went into a state of
shock.
I was a junior at the College of Puget
Sound. On Monday morning I went to
my first class as usual. It was announced
that there would be an assembly. The
entire student body gathered in the
auditorium where we listened to a radio
broadcast by President Franklin Delano
Roosevelt addressing Congress.
President Roosevelt called December 7
a "day of infamy" and asked for a
declaration of war against Japan.
Listening to the radio broadcast with the
entire student body, I hurt. After the
assembly members of the Japanese
Students' Club went off by ourselves and
crierL
The events which followed were
frightening. Several influential Japanese
leaders in the community were rounded
up and incarcerated, the families not
knowing where their fathers had been
taken or what charges were made against
them.

Three FBI agents came to our home.
While one agent watched over us in our
living room, the other two men searched
the house. One of my classes was second
year German . I had purchased an English
version of Hitler's Mein Kampf along
with several other books written in
German that we were using in our
classroom.
All books written in German as well
as Mein Kampf were confiscated by the
FBI agents, and my brother and I had to
sign statements that we were the owners
of the books. Then the FBI agent told
my step-father to get his toilet case
together because they had to take him
with them. We were not told where he
was to be taken nor given any reason
why.
Then came the order for the evacuation
of all persons of Japanese ancestry. We
had to dispose of all our property and
business. We were able to sell our
grocery for the inventory in stock. We
stored all our firniture and belomgings in
our church building. The trustees of the
church turned the building over to the
board of National Missions of the
Methodist Church for their protection to
avoid vandalism and destruction.

My father was the number one son of a
samurai. He has his own set of swords
which he brought with him from Japan.
Because he was no longer living, these
swords were mine by inheritance. These
swords were confiscated by the Chief of
Police as contraband. To this day I have
not gotten them back.
Then came the evacuation. My whole
family was instructed to take only what
we could carry. We packed several giant
duffel bags. We were put aboard a train,
and we traveled with the shades down and
accompanied by military police carrying
side-arms and rifles. We arrived in
Pinedale assembly center in central
California. After three months, we were
transferred to Tule Lake Relocation
Center.
While in camp I made arrangements to
finish my college education. Several
schools accepted me, but the military
would not approve of my attending these
because military bases were close by.
Finally, Nebraska Wesleyan University
was approved. At that time I was an
"enemy alien" born in Japan and
ineligible for U.S. citizenship because of
the Oriental Exclusion law of 1924. I had
to post a $1,000 bond, and pay for my
FBI escort from Klamath Falls, Oregon,
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to Reno, Nevada, where he wished me a
pleasant trip to Nebraska.
Since then I have had many unpleasant
experiences. I have met American parents
whose sons were killed in Pearl Harbor;
others, whose sons were killed on the
islands of the South Pacific. They were
placing on me the guilt for the death of
their sons. These people perhaps did not
know that my two younger brothers
served in the U.S. Army. I was ineligible
for the Army because I was an enemy
alien and given a 4-C classification.
Not often, but occassionaly I meet
people who still try to place on me the
guilt for the death of their sons in the
war against Japan. I no longer accept that
guilt. I am now a citizen of the United
States.
The Rev. Waichi Oyanagi is a
retired Methodist minister from
Portland, Oregon. This article
was written in June of 1976. Mr.
Oyanagi could not be contacted
for this issue. But we believe
that he would want his
recollections printed for this
generation so that they could
better understand the tragedy of
the Japanese internment.
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Voting in the ASUPS election on October 16 is the right thing to do, polluting our
environment is not.

Certain elements of this fall's
elections make it different than
those of past years -- it is being
held earlier, the number and names
of offices have changed, and
nobody has invalidated it yet.
Other components beckon bygone
days -- the election was postponed
again, typically all but one of the
senate seats stands unopposed,
and once more, The Trail is
publishing its endorsements for
which we will surely be chastised.
But print them we do. We chose
this year's board with an eye to
diversity, in hopes that
representatives from a broad
cross-section of the campus could
better bring to you a complete
image of the candidates. The board
members are John Mayers, an offcampus student and Cellar
manager, Michelle Weaver,
president of a sorority, Nate
Board, an outgoing senator, Dan
Crowe, Trail News Editor,
Stephanie Dorsey, Trail ASUPS
Reporter, and Scott Paddock,
Trail Photo Editor.
The qualities the board defined
as most beneficial to an effective
senator were the ones they used to
decide their endorsements. They
examined each candidate for
realistic goals, enthusiasm, openmindedness, a show of broad
university interest, and a
demonstrated interest in
understanding the workings of
ASUPS.
The board seemed fairly
impressed with the candidates as a
whole -- they endorsed all but four
of the eleven running for office.
Most, they comment, are
enthusiastic and understand the job
of senator. Their reservations, it
appears, are for the most part due
to some candidates' lack of

apparent dedication, and
awareness of campus issues.
The Trail's endorsements are
meant to serve as a voters' guide
for this election. We hope that you
will take the comments of an
informed few into consideration,
and go yourself to hear candidates
speak. Form your own opinions
about each one, read their
statements printed here, and by all
means, vote.
--Jennifer L. Murawski

Election
Schedule
Oct. 15
Speeches
in Great Hall
11:00-1:00
4:30-6:30
Oct. 16
Election Day

VOTE
VOTE

Hank Warren, Keith Andrews, and Dennis Burlingame.

Mala Krishnamoorti
• Hello, my name is Mala Krishnamoorti and I am running for the
position of Senator-at-Large as a senior. I wish to contribute to the
University by focusing my attention on the concerns of the students. I
believe that UPS is not only an excellent institution for the pursuit of
higher education, but also a system that facilitates the attainment of
interpersonal relations and other forms of non-academic education.
Through my commitment to the ASUPS Senate, I hope to directly involve
4 myself in areas such as student concerns, student governance and student
diversity which study and formulate ways in which university and student
goals can be achieves together. Being a politics and government major
who has held executive and leadership positions in a Greek organization, I
believe that a system of representation is a vital factor in a community
where numerous opinions and ideas exist. Only when these opinions and
ideas are heard can a society benefit. I would like to be one to represent
you, the student body of UPS -- elect Mala Krishnamoorti.

Britt Gossage
I'm running for the off-campus senate position because I feel I have a
lot to offer ASUPS. I have a lot of energy and am willing to put in the
necessary time to make our student government effective. I have a lot of
ideas for making off-campus students feel more connected with campus. I
think that better publicity will help inform everyone about campus
activities. Our school has so much potential but very little of it is ever put
to use, while the rest of the students remain apathetic. I think I could help
in motivating these students to take a more active role. I'm looking
forward to the chance to serve as a senator, I have had experience
working with ASUPS in many aspects and have served on the elections
committee. I also think I have a good idea what students are feeling and
hope that I am given the opportunity to represent those ideas.
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What the board.
THE BOARD
ENDORSES BRII1'
GOSSAGE.

THE BOARD
ENDORSES
DANIELLE FAGRE.'

Britt comes across as a realistic
and informed candidate. Her firm
grasp of the issues outweighed our
concern that her lack of enthusiasm
might result in her giving other
activities higher priority than her
senate responsibilities.

We thought Danielle displayed
a great deal of interest and
experience that will be beneficial to
her a senator. What she lacked in
tact we feel she will compense
for through her personable and
straight-forward manner.

THE BOARD
ENDORSES DENNIS
BURUNGAME.

THE BOARD
ENDORSES MALA
KRIS HNAMOORTI.

Dennis presented himself as a
confident and charismatic student
who is very concerned about the
unity of the sophomore class. He
appears ready to represent his
constituency, although we
question his preparedness to
address issues that effect the rest
of the university and his ability to
act independently.

Although we felt she
overemphasized Greek-related
issues, Mala appears prepared and
ready to handle the job of senator.
We were especially impressed with
her initiative in seeking out
answers beyond those readily
available.

4

THE BOARD DOES
NOT ENDORSE
KEITH ANDREWS.
Keith showed potential for
hard work, but he was not versed
in the issues that would likely
confront him as Greek Senator.
We did not feel we could endorse a
candidate who seemed to lack
much political awareness.

THE BOARD
ENDORSES
MARISSA DALIERE.
Marissa demonstrated a dct
understanding of ASUPS and the
willingness to work within the
established system, believing it
only needs "fine tuning." She
seemed open to the issues and v'
professional. We felt that her
conservative and trusting attitude
would serve her well when dealing
with the administration.
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THE BOARD DOES
NOT ENDORSE
ILVAlig

We appreciates Mike's
confidence and belief that when he
needs assistance to complete his
tasks he can count on friends.
However, he did not participate
wholeheartedly in the question and
answer session with him, and he
lacks experience.

THE BOARD DOES
NOT ENDORSE
RAVI MANTHA.

4

EJ

CD

While Andrea did not show the
unrelenting energy of some
candidates, she appears calm and
capable. We were impressed by
her demonstrated interest and
knowledge of the inner workings
of ASUPS.

Although he seems earnestly
ready to try, we thought Hank
lacked basic knowledge of the
Senate, and the assertiveness to
gain that knowledge. We worry
that he is unprepared for the job.

a

0

THE BOARD
ENDORSES
ANDREA UTIGARD.

THE BOARD DOES
NOT ENDORSE
HANK WARREN.

As a transfer student, Amanda
seems surprisingly well-versed in
the issues on campus. We were
particularly impressed with her
qualifications and ability to
communicate effectively.

C)

John Mayers
Michelle Weaver
Nate Board
Dan Crowe
Stephanie Dorsey
Scott Paddock

0

THE BOARD
ENDORSES
AMANDA FOX.

m
CD

Although Ravi showed
incredible enthusiasm and desire to
be a senator, we could not give
him our full support. His classes
are his first priority, and many of
his ideas seem unrealistic -- we
feared that Ravi would find
himself too busy, and soon too
disillusioned to participate in
senate. We suspect he might find
himself better suited for another
area of ASUPS.
All candidate photos by Scott Paddock
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Lynn Anderson

Amanda Fox____________________

I, Lynn Anderson, am running as a write-in candidate for ASUPS
Senior Senator. My experience with ASUPS is built upon my past
involvement as Co-chair of the ASUPS Student Concerns Committee
which developed the first student-generated Instructor Evaluations in UPS
history; as the student representative on the Faculty Curriculum
Committee; and as an active member of Pi Beta Phi Women's Fraternity
through which I have volunteered for the Tacoma Women's Shelter, Kids
Can Do, and the Washington State Coalition for the Homeless.
My interest in running for senate stems from my concern regarding
several issues. First, the credit v. units / core curriculum debate. I saw
this storm brewing as a freshman student member on the Faculty
Curriculum Committee. Though students may have little final say
regarding this dilemma, we can effectively express our opinions and push
for a final verdict. Secondly, ASUPS needs to establish a procedure for
purchasing capital items, such as Coke machines. By working closely
with the finance committee, a succinct, efficient procedure for the
allocation of funds could be developed to expedite funds requests.
Thirdly, I would like to contribute to the development of a clearly-defined
ASUPS mission statement which explicitly states that the senate and its
affiliates are established to represent the students and to join ideas with
commitment to see those ideas to their fruition.
There is a difference between goals and objectives. Goals specify
direction; objectives are time-limited, quantifiable, and measurable. As the
ASUPS senior senator, I would set achievable goals and concrete
objectives. A printed conclusion to the credit/unit debate, a succinct
procedure for the allocation of funds for capital items, an AS UPS mission
statement. Not promises, but results. Results for you, the Associated
Students of the University of Puget Sound.

Many students fail to get involved in their student government because
they feel the effort is essentially useless -- their concerns will only beat
against the closed doors of the faculty and administration. This simply is
not true. The administration looks to the student government as its best
representation of the student body's needs, concerns, complaints, and so
on. Therefore, a student government, and good leaders, are absolutely
necessary.
I have been part of the student government outside UPS, and feel that
my experiences will be a valuable asset to our campus. Prior to attending
here, I completed two years at Green River Community College, where I
served as student senator my freshman year, and as student body Vice
President my sophomore year. My duties as ASGRCC Vice President
included chairing the student senate (a fifteen-member group not at all
unlike our senate in its role and responsibilities), being an active member
of the student activities Budget Task Force, reporting to the Board of
Trustees, and programming any student government related activities. The
campus was highly diverse demographically, as was the senate and the
issues that were presented. I have had many experiences that I will not
hesitate to apply at Puget Sound.
Furthermore, I fully understand the time commitment and
responsibilities that are involved with holding a senate seat. I have proven
my commitment to such responsibilities in the past, and look forward to
committing myself again. I am doing this because I enjoy it -- the
knowledge, satisfaction, and experience gained along the way are well
worth the effort. I enjoy communicating with people and making wellqualified decisions. I am accessible and interested in students' needs, and
I hope students will take advantage of that.
Lastly, I want to urge each individual to vote on October 16. Exercise
your right to choose the most qualified senate to serve you!

Ravi Mantha_______________________
Ravi Mantha
Hi! My name is Ravi Mantha and I am a freshman student. I am from
India and I came here because I wanted to go to college far from home -and I couldn't get any farther.
I am in the Honors and Business Leadership Programs and I am an
overnight host for the Office of Admission. Apart from studies, the main
activity that I have planned this year is student senate. My interest in
politics goes back to my many years of living in the world's largest
democracy -- India. India is about 10,000 miles away as the crow flies, or
6,000 miles away as the mole digs, if you will. Though English is not my
native language, I am completely fluent in it and my 650 on the verbal
SAT's is proof of that.
I feel confident that I can represent you well in the senate. The
freshmen class is always the most involved and I am willing to spend my
time and energy in representing you. About 90% of you know me by
name. To the other 10%, I render my apologies and now I know that all
of you know me now!
IF YOU DON'T TALK, YOU WILL NOT BE HEARD.
IF YOU DON'T VOTE, YOU WILL NOT BE PROPERLY
REPRESENTED!
Vote for me because you wish to show faith in my ability,
Vote for me because I am your man.
And most of all vote for me because I am a good guy. I really am.
Ask anybody.
I remain, hopefully, your friendly neighborhood senator,
Ravi Mantha.
....:.•, ..

Marissa Daliere
Marissa Daliere
.
The University of Puget Sound has experienced a great deal of change
in the past several years. As a result, adjustments need to be made to
insure that ASUPS is running as efficiently and assuredly as possible. I
possess the competence and leadership abilities to help fine-tune ASUPS.
Additionally, as a junior I have observed the many needs of the student
body. As a member of the Senate I will be able to communicate these
wishes to ASUPS.
Apathy is the greatest problem facing students at this university. Many
students feel that they are unable to make any changes in the school. I
want to help members of the student body to get involved in the school
and to make them aware of their potential to make the changes they desire.
Through the Senate liaison program and their mediums of publicity,
students will become more aware of the many opportunities for oncampus entertainment. As a result of more campus involvement, classes
will unify and a greater majority of the campus will be brought together.
In this way, we can concentrate on our unity instead of dwelling on things
that divide us.
I make a commitment to pure representation of my class. I am here to
listen to new ideas as will as to keep you, the students, informed.
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Danielle Fagre
I am assertive, down to earth, open-minded and honest. I recognize the
fact that all three candidates for freshman senator are qualified. I maintain
that I am the strongest choice.
I am from Minneapolis, MN. I am interested in Politics and
Communications although I am not positive about a course of study. I
attended a preparatory high school with a rigorous academic environment
where I did well academically but never exceptionally well. I was
involved in many activities in high school including Speech, Student
Government, Debate, Acting and Community Service Work.
Assertive: I won't be intimidated by the Senate. I will express opinions
often. I plan to stand up for freshman with confidence and Conviction.
Down to Earth: I am serious when necessary but also relaxed and
approachable. I plan to attend RHA meetings and make myself available to
the freshman. I am personable and I feel like I am on the same level as the
class of 1994 as a whole. I think that I am good representation of a typical
freshman and that my decisions will reflect what the freshman class
wants.
Open-minded: I consider all options before making up my mind. I think
that all issues are negotiable although I still fight for what I want. I will
not exclude possibilities until I understand an issue entirely.
Honest: I have a conscience and a strong sense of justice, that's all.

S

S

Mike McManamna
My name is Mike McManamna, and I'm running for Senator At-large.
As a Freshman, my initial goal is to become well-acquainted with the
working of the senate, the student government, and the administration. As
a representative At-large, I want to work with and listen to all groups
equally. I would like to see increased campus awareness and involvement
from the off-campus and university-owned housing groups. We have a
good sense of community now, and I feel that I can help that grow by
working with the other senators and campus organizations.
..,.'..... .. ....
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Andrea Utigard
My name is Andrea Utigard and I am running for Freshman Class
Senator. I want to represent my class with and effective voice. The
freshman class needs their voice expressed the way it should be:
effectively, concisely, and intelligently. The freshman need the kind of
representation they deserve. They need their thoughts, ideas, and
problems expressed to the student government collectively in a way that
will benefit the whole. If you feel the same way and have the same ideas
that I do then vote for me Andrea Utigard for freshman class Senator.
Thank you.
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Redefining the concept of law school
By Cydney Stamnes
Staff Writer
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With the prospect of the application
season looming ahead, former Harvard
Law professor Cecil Hunt called on
students last week to change their
perspective about law school, renaming
it "thinking and problem solving
school," and put the audience of twentytwo to the test by using the 'Socratic
method' of teaching to demonstrate a
typical day in law school.
The timely presentation, organized by
the Pre-Law Society, raised as many
questions as answers for prospective law
students, but Hunt, a Pre-Law Society
advisor and professor at Puget Sound
Law School, was firm about why
students should consider going to law
school and how they can get in.
Frank Hruzo, Pre-Law Society board
member, is confident that the ideas
addressed by Hunt developed interest on
campus in law as a field of study. ' It
really helps to have an effective and
knowledgeable speaker," Hruzo said,
the advice he gave was invaluable."
Hunt dismissed the notion that
students should go to law school because
of the desire to be a lawyer, explaining
that the most important reason to go is
to learn to think like a lawyer. He
emphasized that even those with the
"slightest twinkling" of an idea that they
want to sharpen their thinking and learn
to solve problems should consider going,
pointing out that many people working
outside the field, such as writers,
scientists and reporters have law degrees
and are solving problems. "The reason
you go to law school is because you
have a fervent desire to train your mind,"
he said, "what you do with those skills is
your business."

Comparing applicants to salespeople,
Hunt encouraged the audience to sell
themselves when applying to schools.
He drew on the tremendous amount of
people with high board scores to
illustrate the importance of bringing
"something of yourself" to the
application and personal letter, which, he
said, serves as a writing sample and a
measure of how serious the applicant is.
He also induced students to apply to as
many schools as possible by making
them aware of application fee-waivers
available upon request He said that it is
important, in sellimg your product," To
make it available to as many schools as
possible in hopes that some will buy."

Hunt did not shy away from the
difficulty of law school, stressing the
need to work hard once you get there.
"Let me tell you now, it will be very
different," he said, comparing it to
college, "the first day of law school is as
demanding as any day." He used the
Socratic method of teaching, by which
students are forced to participate through
role-playing, to drive his point home.
Katherine Fisher, a participant and
President of Pre-Law Society, thought
the exercise took the group by surprise.
"We're on a very competitive campus and
yet we're not used to that method of
teaching. It can be very intimidating."
Hunt's visit to Puget Sound came at a

time when planning, especially for
seniors applying this year, is high on the
priority list for students planning to
attend law school.
Students aiming to begin law school
in the fall of 1991 are faced with
December deadlines for taking the Law
School Aptitude Test (LSAT). But even
sophomores must begin looking ahead
since, as Hunt pointed out and statistics
show, the competition for positions in
Law school and in the field are getting
tougher.
The number of applications to Puget
Sound law school has climbed fifty-one
percent in the past five years, according
to Jennifer Friedmund, Executive
Director of Admissions and Finacial Aid
at Puget Sound law. Accordingly, the
average LSAT score has risen from
thirty-three to thirty-seven and the
average G.P.A. has moved from a 3.08
to a 3.02. For those reasons, Friedmund
said, board scores are important but even
high scores are not a guarantee of
admittance.
Despite the growing numbers of
people applying to and graduating from
law school, however, the outlook for the
field is optimistic, says Dean Jim Bond
of Puget Sound law school. " There
never have been nor will there ever be
enough lawyers," says Bond, " law
schools are not in the business of
producing a product for which there is no
demand." Hunt is optimistic as well,
contending that there has only been a
shift in the field because of the economy
from Corporate law to International and
Environmental law. In addition, Hunt
maintains that because of the
mushrooming effect in new areas of law,
there is a great need for women, minority
and handicapped lawyers.

Hoofing it for hunger
volunteer your time to walk for the
needy
By Chris Perkins
Features Editor

1

The Religious Life Office at Puget Sound, along with the Associate Ministries of
Tacoma, and local sponsors have organized a special fund-raising activity called CROP
hunger walk. This is a walk around Tacoma neighborhoods where the participants will
be walking 5km or 15km for pledges, in order to finance local hunger programs.
The pledges will consist of individuals donating a set amount of money for every
kilometer a volunteer walks. The farther you walk, the more money you will raise.
Jose L. Rivera, Lay Campus Minister here at Puget Sound, is the main coordinator
for all participants associated with the University. "I really urge everyone to get involved
with this wonderful project, says rivera. " It is an opportunity for you as an individual to
give something to someone who desperately needs it."
Rivera stresses that walking is not the only way that one can help in this event.
Recruiting walkers, guiding walkers through the route and blowing up balloons are a
few of the many projects where volunteers are needed.
Last year's walk drew only ten participants from the University. That was due partly
to the misfortune of coordinating the event with fall break. But it was still a dismal
showing. Approximately twenty participants from the University are already expected to
join in the festivities. But Rivera would like to see a lot more people out there when the
walk takes place.
CROP will take place this sunday, October 14. There will be a kick-off ceremony at
1:45 at the site which is located at the First Christian Church, 602 N. Orchard, Tacoma.
Any further questions about the event can contact Rivera at the Religious Life Office
x3374.

Quote of the week
IThose who cannot remember the past
are condemned to repeat it.
George Santayana
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Lady
Loggers
drown in
tourney
By Bruno Zalubil
Staff Writer
Last weekend, the Puget Sound
women's volleyball team hosted their
tenth annual University of Puget Sound
Volleyball Invitational at the Memorial
Fieldhouse. However, playing on the
familiar home court of the fieldhouse did
not help as the Lady Loggers ended the
tournament with a 2-4 record, with only
one win in the double elimination playoff
bracket.
The Loggers played in a three game
round robin to determine the seedings for
the playoff bracket. As luck would have
it, Puget Sound drew the University of
British Columbia as their first opponent.
The University of British Columbia beat
the Lady Loggers and went on repeat as
the tournament champions. Yet the
Loggers played hard, forcing close scores
of 14-16 and 11-15.
The Lady Loggers squared off against
Seattle Pacific University in their next
match. This time Puget Sound prevailed,
handing. SPU their second of six
eventual tournament losses with 15-6 and
15-12 scores
This momentum was short-lived, as
the Loggers met the 17-3, division II, Air
Force Academy in their last round robin
match up. The Falcons, ranked 17th in
the nation, used All Tournament setter
Leah Dennie's quick sets to hand the
Loggers another defeat and a third seed in
Pool A.
Entering the double elimination
playoff bracket, the Loggers were 1-2.
Their first opponent was Western
Washington University and after three
games, highlighted by an 18-16 Puget
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Sound victory in the second set, Puget
Sound was thrust into the losers bracket
to flirt with elimination.
Here, they met Simon Fraser
University for a rematch of Thursday
night's District game. In the that game,
the Loggers completely dominated Simon
Fraser, marking up scores of 15-9, 515,16-14, and 15-10. Not only did Jill
Fox lead all players with 23 kills, but
Martha McGraw with 15 and Jan
Robinson with 13, each had more than
any Simon Fraser player. Leslie Ota also
showed dominance by chalking up 51
assists, only one shy of doubling the
SFU setter's total.
The tournament outcome between the
two teams wasn't much different, with
Puget Sound quickly eliminating Simon
Fraser, 15-9 and 15-5
Advancing to a third game, Puget
Sound met an old foe, Western
Washington, who was knocked into the

loser bracket by the University of British
Columbia.
At the start of the game, Puget Sound
played well. They jumped out to a quick
three point lead and desperately tried to
fight off the Viking attack. But as the
game progressed Puget Sound began to
make mental errors. A couple of mis-hit
bumps, some netted Puget Sound serves,
and two unreturnable WWU serves ended
the deciding game in a 20 minute, 15-10
Logger defeat.
"We knew it was going to be a tough
tournament and our goal was to work
on our game and play well," said head
coach Robert Kim. "We were able to do
that most of the time but not enough to
finish out the games.
In the second set, the Loggers were
unable to regain their composure and
twenty minutes from it's onset, W\VU's
Lorrie Post, a Tacoma native, spiked the
final nail into into the Lady Loggers

coffin.
The University of British Columbia
ended up with a 6-0 record and a second
tournament title in as many years. Kyla
Lee, the UBC setter, took home the
Tournament MVP honors and two of her
teammates joined her on the All
Tournament Team. Puget Sound's Jill
Fox also received All Tournament Team
honors.
"The tournament experience is
invaluable," said Kim. "Melissa Goelner
has had a tremendous turnaround and
became more of a factor. I'm still very
pleased with the way Jill Fox and Jan
Robinson are doing since they are the
bulk of our offense."
The Loggers, now 14-10 overall, will
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try to avenge their two previous losses
with a rematch against Western
Washington University in a District
game on Tuesday, October 16 at 7:00
p.m.

Logger Line
Men's soccer defeated
Coach Randy Freeman and the Puget
Sound men's soccer team suffered two
losses last week including a 2-8 loss to
Evergreen State and a 0-5 defeat at the
hands of Simon Fraser. The loss to simon
Fraser was the first for the loggers in NAIA
District I North Division action. The
Loggers have divisional games remaining
with Seattle University and Western
Washington. The Logger men are without
the services of four starters due to injury.
Coach Freeman felt the Loggers played a
strong first half against the highly-talented
Clan of SFU.
The schedule for the men's soccer team is
full this week with a Tuesday battle with
Northwest College, on the road at 3:30, a
Thursday home game with Trinity Western
of Canada at Baker Stadium at 4:00 and a
key NAIA District 1 North Division game
with Western Washington at 1:00 on
Saturday. The Logger men are still in the
battle for an NAIA District 1 playoff spot.

Cross country excels
The Loggers competed at the very
popular Wilamette Invitational last

Saturday in Salem, Oregon. The meet
included a large number of NAIA District
1-2 schools as well as some NCAA teams
and club teams from the area. The Logger
women finished 5th with 144 points.
NAIA defending National Champion Wanda
Holett finished 8th in 17:45.34 with three
District 1 runners crossing the finish line
before her. Ann Grande was 13th at
17:58.37, Katie Rein was 28th at 18:42.38
and Melissa Moffett was 51st at 19:26.60.
The Logger men finished 18th with 507
points as Mike Morris was the top finisher
at 44th place in a time of 25:05.52 while
Matt Madrones was 83rd at 25:46.59. The
Logger men's and women's cross country
teams will get as close to home as they
will ever get this year when they compete
at the Pacific Lutheran Invitational
Saturday at Ft. Steilacoom Park in
Tacoma. -

Loggers upset SOSC
Gary McCurty opened the day with a 55yard kickoff return that set the tone for a
great day for the Logger football team.

McCurty would go on to rush for 136 yards
and four touchdowns in the contest. The
highly-respected Southern Oregon offense
was unable to get off the ground as the
Logger defense led by Jose Castanon, Jeff
Johnson, and Ronald Ness, Jr. made it
difficult for quarterback David Searle to get
much going.
McCurty scored for the Loggers at the
13:09 mark of the first quarter on a 23 yard
run. Matt Campbell hit on a 29 yard field
goal at 9:52 to take a 10-0 first quarter lead.
SOSC countered with a touchdown,
McCurty rushed from 2 yards out for
second touchdown of the day, Campbell
added a 40 yard field goal but the Loggers
gave up a 56 yard pass play for a
touchdown with just :19 remaining in the
first half that cut the lead to 20-13 at
intermission.
However, the second half belonged to the
Loggers with a 64-yard pass play from
Olson to LaMoin Garrard with 8:54 to go
in the third and McCurty touchdown runs
of 43 and eight yards. The Raiders could
manage only a 27 yard field goal in the 4th
quarter to give the Loggers the final 40-16
advantage.

Columbia
Football
Association
Mt. Ranier League
Whitworth

2-0 4-0

Central Washington

3-0 4-0

Pacific Lutheran

1-1 3-1

Lirifield

1-1 3-1

Puget Sound

0-2 2-2
1-2 2-2
0-2 1-4

Western Washington
Simon Fraser

5'

Mt. Hood League
Lewis & Clark

2-0 3-1

Wilamette

3-0 3-1

Southern Oregon
Eastern Oregon

2-0 2-2
1-2 1-3

Pacific

0-2 1-3

Oregon Tech
Western Oregon

0-2 0-4
0-2 0-4

LZ
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Rat Ball Rulebook For
Hoop Novices
1)Keeping Score- play to whatever
you want, by whatever you want, just
make sure you know before you start.
Make sure you get the guy that always
cheats on the score on your squad.
2)Don't call a foul unless:
It's game point
You have some how been made to
look stupid
You just feel like being an asshole
3)There is no such thing as an
offensive charge in Rat Ball.
4)The move that looks good is
better than the move that does
good. (Note: remember you might need
to get picked up if you lose)
5)Dress Code
No cut off jeans
Avoid low tops or running shoes
Keep your socks down

The Puget Sound Trail
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D.Knee braces suggest previous
hardwood experience
No du-rags
Chuck Taylor's are for punk
rockers
Gold is old
6)KYP Rule- Know Your Player.
Never give the pill to the guy that's ill.
7)No zone defense- If you can't play
man to man, schedule a tee (or tea)
time.
8) When you lose:
Always claim you have next game
unless told otherwise.
Always save a spot on your squad
for
that Michael Jordan prototype
who
might wander along.
Get pissed off and curse
9)Make sure you always play
with your ball, that way no one
will steal it.
10)Rat Ball golden rule: the meek
will not inherit the court.

Ski Club back on campus
By Jon Howell

The ski club plans to become ASUPS
recognized, registered, and funded. If the
Starting a week or two after the end of
bus trips don't cost as much as is taken in
Winter Break, busses will be delivering
by the club, the extra money will be put
Puget Sound's fmest skiers to Crystal
into a club fund. To avoid having that fund
mountain. The ski club is brand new this
dumped into the ASUPS general fund at
year, and will offer Sunday bus trips,
the end of the year, the club plans to help
Wednesday night skiing, and a Spring Break pay for bus trips for those who can't afford
week-long ski trip.
them. Extra funds may also be spent on
The primary goal of the ski club this
club T-shirts.
year is to sponsor a series of eight rides, or
$40 for a ride every other weekend. Empty
seats will be sold for $10 to standbys on
the day of the trip.
Crystal mountain will have cross-country
and downhill skiing for any ability level.
Also, Betsy Baker, the ski club's organizer,
may be available as an instructor.
The ski club may also offer some
Wednesday trips for night skiing action, and
they're hoping to sponsor a five-day spring
Break trip to Whistler or Mr. Bachelor in
Oregon.
Of the 155 people who signed up for the
Baker started the club because she was
club originally, only 50 came to the
frusrated that one didn't already exist at
September interest meeting. Another
Puget Sound. "I decided if no one else
meeting will be held on Wednesday,
wanted one, I was going to do it," said
October 17th, to further plan the club's
Baker. "The hardest part was getting the
word out ....I made up some signs, reserved outings. For club information, Baker can be
a table in the SUB, and put a notice in the reached at 761- 0155. 'I'm going to need
help getting stuff organized," Baker said.
Tattler.
Staff Writer

"I decided if no one
else wanted one, I
was going to
do it"

CD
CD
C0
CD

The women's soccer team has struggled through a dismal season.

Puget Sound stumbles
By Mark Dimling
Staff Writer

It was a see-saw battle throughout last
Saturday as the Puget Sound women
took on the women of Central
Washington. The Loggers squandered
many opportunities to win the game in
regulation play, and in overtime, the
Loggers were chopped down by the
Wildcats 2-1.
Early in the game a Puget Sound goal
was diverted when the shot hit the
crossbar and bounced back on to the
playing field. Shortly afterwards,
Central scored It's first goal of the game
when Wildcat Amy Hetzler netted a
deflected shot.
The Loggers lost another scoring
opportunity when the Wildcat goalie
blocked a Logger shot attempt, about
three minutes after the Wildcats scored.
The Loggers finally did tie the score,
but it took a defensive miscue and some
aggressive tactics by sophomore Stacey
Mayfield, whose hustling play
throughout the game was the lone
bright spot for the Loggers.
1.,
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several chances to go ahead of the
Wildcats but could not put the ball in

the net. Midway through the second
half, the Wildcat goalie was penalized
for hitting Lucinda Gorman in the head
and Puget Sound received a penalty
kick. Unfortunately the shot went wide
left of the goal. The Loggers had
another shot at winning the game during
regulation time when the Loggers
received another penalty kick. However
the wildcat goalie was up to the task and
deflected the ball, short of the net.
The regulation period ended in a 1-1
tie and the game went into overtime.
Halfway through the first overtime, the
deadlock was broken for good as Central
player Molly Lawson shot the deciding
goal over goalkeeper Andrea 1-Iesp's
head. That was all the scoring that
Central needed as they held the Loggers
scoreless through overtime to clinch the
victory.
For the Loggers this has been another
in a series of tough losses this season.
The women's soccer team record this
year is 3-8-2. This weekend they have
two games at home. On Saturday they
will host Simon Fraser at 11:00 and
Sunday they will host Oregon State at
11:00.

Though a colony of naked mole rats may
contain 100 mature females,
only one will have children.
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David Duke's dream is
an American nightmare

'I

David Duke has a dream, and if it comes true the U.S. is in for a long nightmare.
Duke, a former Ku Klux Klan grand wizard, received 44 percent of the vote for one
of Louisiana's U.S. Senate seats last week. Moreover, 56 percent of the state's white
voters backed him. And while Duke was defeated, his concession speech was anything
but concessive in tone.
"This is the beginning, not the end of a political odyssey," Duke told his
supporters. "We believe the people are committed to the ideas that I represent, and we
believe that thousands of other politicians and elected officials across the state of
Louisiana and across the nation will begin to echo the sentiments and the thoughts and
the ideas that I expressed here in this campaign."
Many of the sentiments, thoughts, and ideas Duke raised aren't typical political
rhetoric, either. While he tried to avoid mentioning convictions from his past, many
supporters were quick to pick up where he left off. One college-aged Duke supporter
told The New York Times that if "you give them [blacks] an inch, they take a mile.
They should be put back in chains."
Duke apparently has struck a chord with a societal segment that believe minorities
are to blame for a number of Louisiana's economic problems. And as the entire nation
appears headed for an economic slowdown, Duke wants to make sure he and other likeminded thinkers can take advantage of the situation.
They are off to a good start, too. Duke received a higher percentage of votes in the
Louisiana senate race than Walter Mondale did in the 1984 presidential race. And if

61
voters can so quickly embrace a candidate who is best known for wearing a white
pillow case over his face at KKK rallies, what will happen when a candidate who shares
Duke's ideology but not his past history comes along?
The "political odyssey" Duke spoke of in his concession speech may be closer than
we think. Let's make sure this is not the case. If thousands of politicians and elected
officials do begin echoing Duke's sentiments and thoughts, as he claimed they will,
then it's time to put these representatives on their pension plans come election time.

21

11 Opinion
UPS offers no solution to the modern malaise
By Erik A. Anderson
Managing Editor

In case you didn't notice it, our society is in the midst of a crisis. America has been
beset by rampant narcissism, subjectivism, and--horror of horrors--moral relativism, all
caused by that amorphous evil entity called "mass-production society." According to
cultural historian Christopher Lasch, our cult of consumption has eroded our common
public life, decimated our beliefs in objective moral standards, and reduced the once
sovereign American individual to a pathetically self-centered creature manipulated by
advertising and obsessed with appearances.
As the saying goes, "image is everything." And that's the problem. In our political
and everyday discourse, we trade in images and impressions, theatrics, role-playing, and
imitation. In politics we are subjected to the campaign commercial, the sound-bite, and
the actor--both literally and figuratively--in office. In our universities teachers struggle
to educate what Alan Bloom called "flat-souled" students. In our homes we worship
television, Nintendo, and VCRs, all of which help to distance us from the awful
realities outside. Even our ills, such as rising crime rates, homelessness, divorce, and
the budget deficit, seem more benign on television. Dan Rather is just another TV
personality like Bill Cosby, and if we do not like what he tells us we can always
change the channel. If we need help "coping," "adapting," or "managing" we can always
turn to analysts and counselors, if we can afford it, or to booze or drugs if we cannot.
And of course, we can always depend on New Age Spirituality to bail us out if we find
ourselves in need of a little transpersonal bonding.
Obviously, American industrial democracy is sick and has "lost itself." How can we
as a nation and as individuals recover what was lost?
There have been many attempts at answers to this question. This university is one
of those attempts. Take our core requirements for instance. What is "education for a

SI

lifetime" if not a curative for the flat-souls that you and I, as post-modem American
youth, have inherited? What is the Honors Program? The Business-Leadership
Program? These are all means of instilling in us a sense of tradition, of ethics, and
community. They all strive to create critical, able citizens, ready to embark on the
political and moral redemption of a narcissistic society awash in anesthesia. We are the
future Athenians, trained for a desperate mission, the revitalization of the polis.

"Puget Sound does not encourage
the kind of criticism and
free thinking necessary to
solve our current problems"
El
But does Puget Sound really succeed in accomplishing this mission? To all
appearances it does--and here lies the irony. It all looks good on paper: a little thinking

like a mathematician here, a little thinking like a scientist there, throw in an oral
communication core, a history core, make people take a philosophy course now and
again, put in a dash of literature just to be sure, and presto, instant liberally-educated
human being. Just add the real world.
But will this recipe really succeed? Will Peter and Paula Puget really go on to save
industrial democry?
Probably not. For the approach we have taken represents a superficial response to
see MALAISE next page
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from previous page

the problem of superficiality. Through the cores we are supposed to learn how the
different types of academic discipline proceed in analyzing the problems they try to
solve. We do this in the hopes that, if we do not become say, scientists, we will at
least know how scientists think. But to what avail? So that we can know how we
would proceed in solving our problems if we were scientists? So that we can imagine
ourselves acting in the role of scientists? It smacks of the very theatrics and
inauthenticity we are trying to escape. And we are presupposing that there exists
something called 'scientific reasoning" that can be abstracted from the actual study of
science, which makes little sense. We may as well take courses to learn how critical
citizens think. That way, if we do not choose to become critical citizens ourselves, we
will at least have some notion as to how they operate.
True, it may be argued that the core classes do some good. The cores often expose
students to subjects they never suspected they might love. However, once a student
finds his or her love, the cores do nothing but hinder the pursuit of those subjects in
depth. The purpose of the cores resembles Ralph Waldo Emerson's lament that while
modem humans had once been like hands, they are now nothing more than specialized
fingers. But Emerson was wrong. Humanity has accumulated so much knowledge that
specialization is not mere shallowness, but necessity. We would do better if we aspired
to become more complete human beings within our own chosen fields of study, and
not just the sort of "well-rounded" people that excel at Trivial Pursuit. Emerson's ideal
of the Whole Man is nothing more than the yearning for an illusory past, and an
example of an approach that cannot help us today.
As it stands, Puget Sound does not encourage the kind of criticism and free thinking
necessary to solve our current problems. For if it did, we would be asked to question
more often the very purpose of the university itself. We would be called upon to dig
beneath the glossy Viewbook pictures, read between the lines of Arches and the
president's sabbatical report, and grapple with the problem of making the university
better at what it is supposed to do. We would have to concern ourselves less with
appearing like "the Harvard of the West" and focus more on becoming a vital
community of thinkers. The whole mission of a liberal education is exactly what is at
issue in our lives, but we are rarely asked to contribute to the debate. Instead, we are
told to accept an institutionalized version of it as if it were beyond all question.
Ironically, as long as "education for a lifetime" itself remains immune to criticism, our
liberal education can be no more than a myth. We perpetuate the appearance of a welleducated student body, without actually having to think for ourselves. For the sake of
stability and conformity, we ape someone else's ideal of what educated Americans are
supposed to be like. And in doing so, we contribute to the very problems the university
purports itself to combat.
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Letters
Kahier is a
fascist; D&D is
wholesome fun

discuss it, he could probably lend you a
few good pointers. Furthermore, if you
think it is such a good idea, why don't
you start your own RPG rehabilitation
clinic. How about FADD--Fascists
Against D&D--it has a nice ring to it.
Besides, it would go a lot further than
writing hollow sensationalistic letters.
Maybe you should re-roll for your
intelligence and wisdom scores.
Mike Willy

I would like to be the first to invite
R.W. Kahier (see the Trail issue 10/3)
to come down off of his high horse and
catch a glimpse or two of the real world.
Dungeons and Dragons and its fellow role
playing games (RPG's) are just that,
games. They have as much power to
addict and possess as the average candy
bar. What percentage of RPG players
actually become so "completely
engrossed in a fantasy world" that "social
conventions and morality lose all
meaning for them"? Personally I feel
really threatened by that overwhelming
1/2 of .001%.

A D&D death
(with thanks) to
R. W. Kahier
As a concerned role-playing gamer, I
brought an expert in negotiation with me
to lock with with R.W. Kahler.
"Hi. Me Rak. Me 9th level hill giant
fighter/wizard. Me strategy;
Round 1: R.W. have his say.
Round 2: Me draw club and charge.
Round 3: Me whack R.W. over head
with club.
Round 4: Me rifle R.W.'s pockets."
Thank you, Rak. And, on another note,
let me just say to R.W. Kahler that
arrgh growl KILL! KILL! Hello?
Sorry
Where was I? I find myself
increasingly unable to maintain my
schizophrenic lifestyle. You know, mildmannered Honors student by day, atheist
see LETIERS next nare

You say D&D has no rules. In fact it
has books full of them. RPG's require a
lot more intelligence and creativity than
popping a movie into the VCR. The
world portrayed by movies is equally if
not more violent than that of D&D but at
least RPG's require some mental
functioning to participate in.
You can drop the patriotic American
crap too. You would be the first to hop
on the band wagon to violate our
constitutional rights by banning RPG's if
you thought you could. I might suggest
you get together with Jesse Helms to
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LETTERS from previous page
anarchist devil-worshipping nonRepublican by night. Somebody stop me
before I exercise my creative abilities!
Thanks, R.W., for the most amusing
letter I can remember from either life.
Brandon Starr

P1 Beta Phi's
earn'points for
philanthropy
On September 14 and 15 sixty
community volunteers, including fifteen
members of Pi Beta Phi at Puget Sound,
raised $17,086.50 in donations for the
homeless at the Phil Collins concert at
the Tacoma Dome. The money was raised
through the Washington State Coalition
for the Homeless and it is being used to

provide emergency shelter and permanent
housing for homeless people in Pierce
County and to assist homeless people
across the state.
Many thanks to the students who
worked with us. This project is a good
example of how students can help
homeless people. We hope there will be
other cooperative projects in the future.
Maureen Howard
President
Washington State Coalition for the
Homeless
P.S. The Pi Beta Phi's also earned 5
philanthropy points a piece for their
inspirational work with Phil Collins and
the homeless.

us' I, Unferth
Tis' I, Unferth, high-priest of the
shrine of Lop-Theringill, bearer of the

Til.
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cursed amulet of Shap-Nibleth and
destroyer of the infidel minions of
Maguulyibett, He-who-always-watches.
Twas' I who led the seige against Fuic
Helmcleaver and pierced the dreaded
tomb-pits of Asalfoth Erubliem, last of
the demented chaotic evil Wood-Elven
Kings. Twas' I and my bold retainers,
Anarion Slimbirch (the every wily wood
nymph) and Raff Barrowminder (the
grizzled gnome illusionist, now
reincarnated in the form of a giant badger)
who braved the stinking plains of Cirith
Plaz and the forgotten salt marshes of
Lach Lacthoon, the never-sleeping naga,
to steal the sacred eye of the demi-lich,
Vecena, the unmentionable.
Tis' I who call the incubus, R. W.
Kahler, from his rancorous fortress on
the plane of Shadow. I lay a geas upon
him and all his servants from their
various planes of existence to either
withderaw their threats or prepare to be
smitten by Odin's wrath. I do not shrink
from fright, foul spirits, as I stand
awaiting in a triple blessed pentatharnaturgic triangle inscribed within a
circle of flourescent pylons guarded by
my fervently loyal clay golem.
Unferth the Unforgiven

GRE from page 2
allowing students to skip them on the
test and save time,
* learning to identify key "director
words" which can help eliminate some
answers,
* learning methods of short-hand and
diagramming to help with the long
reading comprehension and analytical
questions.
"Think of it as a game," said Robbins.
"It's a game you can learn to play and
you can learn to win. ETS will try and
trick you and you just have to learn the
tricks." Robbins' course at PLU meets
three times per week and costs $150 for
non-PLU students.
Donald B. Power of ETS found that
test items showed little correspondence to
formal preparation courses, in his 1985
report published in The Journal of
Educational Measurement.
"The effects on the GRE verbal ability
scores were not significatly related to the
amount of coaching examinees received
and quiantitative coaching effects
increased slightly but not significantly,"
said Powers.
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SEE A
LIVING DOLL

WE NEED
SELF•MOTIVATED
STUDENTS.
EARN UP TO $10/HR.
Matket credit cards on campus.
Hexible houN.
Only 10 positions available.

""Niamm
of information in U.S.
all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

i?

800-351-0222
In Calif. (213) 477-8226

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025

Call Now
1-8-950-8412 Ext. 20

Lawrence Seno Jr.
Director of Admission
WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF LAW
"COPPELIA" BY THE
ROYAL NEW ZEALAND BALLET
Tuesday, October 16, 1990-8:00 PM
Tickets $19.50/$17 50/$15 50
Day of show student/sefflor rush $8.00
A Romantic masterpiece gets the royal treatment
Coppe/ia is the story of a doitmaker who tries to give
life to his favorite creation. danced by the distinguished National Ballet of New Zealand.

PANTAGES
Call Ticketmaster at 272-6817 or Fntages at 591-5894. Season tickets are available at the
ntages ticket office 901 Broady. läcoma. Mon-Fri., 11:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m. Stop by or call.

Will meet with prospective students to
discuss admission standards
and scholarship requirements.
October 18
11 a.m. - 1p.m.
in theSUB

The Northwect's Oldest Law School.
Willamette University College of Law.
Founded 1883 in Salem, Oregon.
Call Willamette (503) 370-6282/Write Willamcttc Salem OR 97301

